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Buffet Dinner 2

1. The ATLAS Run 3 and Run 4 Plan

2. iDDS and ServiceX

3. func_adl progress (infrastructure)

4. The Bigger (analysis) Picture



The ATLAS Computing Model
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The ATLAS AMSG-R3 4

Task force assembled to review 

and make recommendations on 

the ATLAS analysis model.

Can we improve this?

Currently using ~200 PB of data for everything

(68,267 HD Game Of Thrones Episodes)



Current System 5

Production System

Production System

GRID, By Analyzers

GRID, By Analyzers

(calibrations are applied)

(calibrations are applied)



Overlap 6179 Skims

2 PB

4 PB



The Cost Of Slow Calibrations 7

Data Format 

(DAOD)
Analysis Format

1. Data Rate (𝑟)

2. Additional Column (Δ𝑡)

Scenario 1:

𝑟 = 1 Hz

Δ𝑡 = 0.01 Hz

Scenario 2:

𝑟 = 10,000 Hz

Δ𝑡 = 0.01 Hz

1. One new column is same time as 100 columns

2. Each run takes a long time

1. One new column is much faster than 100 columns

2. Runs are short

Run and dump everything if you think you 

need it or not. Add by re-running all 

columns + new ones

Run for just the columns you need, 

add more later

(not to mention the extra variables required)



Modern Version 8

User RunProduction Run

• Calibrations Done By Production 

System!

• DAOD_PHYSLITE is a flat root-tuple, 

unskimmed. 10kB/event.

• Real fraction of analyses will have 

to use DAOD’s.



Run 3 Sizes 9

Run 4 is 3000 𝑓𝑏−1

Run 3 is 300 𝑓𝑏−1
× 10 more data (16 PB for the PHYSLITE)



What Work? 10

Run 2

• For most things it is an adaptation of our current EDM

• We have storage shims built in that allow us to mess with the data 

layout without affecting everyone’s use of the data.

• Some real changes do need to happen in the EDM for some things.

• Penalty? About 35% more disk space used in Run 3, for Run 4 lethal.



Where Will The 

Data Be Stored?
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Data Lakes & Infrastructure Feeding 

Analysis
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16 PB’s

High Speed Analysis Skim

50-100’s of TB’s

Traditionally Run on the GRID Currently fits on a Synology!

(1 TB SSD is $100 USD)

Will Intel Optane Memory change this 

equation?

Will only be stored on large GRID sites!



Some Conclusions

 Skimming will be a major operation but will be very fast!

 1-10K Events/second on current CPU’s

 Filter, Extract the data you need, etc.

 Disk space requirements mean there will be a heavy requirement on keeping samples small

 Your laptop will not be good enough to process 50-100 TB’s of data

 Unlikely small sites will have 16 PB DAOD_PHYSLITE.

 What will we do for analyses that need more than PHYSLITE?

 Some question remain:

 Can we have a system where analyzers only ask for what they need at the time they need 
it?

 Further reducing disk space at the edges

 Will flat formats be good enough (flat TTree’s, awkward arrays, etc.)?

 How similar will CMS and ATLAS and others be? Probably very now that everyone seems to 
be moving to rucio. That will be a huge thing.
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Some Speculation

 Will more plot-making move to the GRID?

 Where is the threshold for people to transition from a local machine?

 My guess is about 2-3 hours to spin through the data

 Normal running on the GRID for an initial skim can take ~days.

 Efforts to keep it down below several hours

 People have made huge efforts to keep data sizes small

 The Future

 GRID turn-around will need to be improved

 New models that allow us to access the data quickly and in parallel

 As we design Data Query languages, we need to keep this in mind.
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ServiceX and iDDS!



IRIS-HEP: iDDS and ServiceX
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func_adl and Infrastructure
EATING YOUR DOGFOOD
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Jet 𝑝𝑇 for 57 Long Lived Particle 

Datasets
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57 rucio xAOD datasets

1

2

Get the Jet 𝑝𝑇 for all jets with 𝑝𝑇 > 40 𝐺𝑒𝑉
(all at once)

Physics

Boilerplate

This notebook, some simplified examples.

https://github.com/gordonwatts/calratio-perjet-training/blob/master/notebooks/SampleExploration.ipynb
https://github.com/gordonwatts/func_adl_server/tree/master/notebooks


Plot 28

Plot!

The rucio MC datasets were 1.6 TB

The total data delivered to python was 84 MB

How close to the data source should we push cuts?

• Less data means

• makes it easy to handle on the client

• Bandwidth limited is possible

• OTOH

• More complex cuts at data source are 

more expensive

• Harder to maintain code

• Harder to fall into pit of success
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That took 20 minutes (excluding data download)

On a 5-year-old Core i5 machine at UW
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That took 20 minutes (excluding data download)

On a 5-year-old Core i5 machine at UW

To Slow

20 Minutes Core i5 with 2 cores and 

hyper threading, 

spinning disk

30 Seconds Would require ~200 

cores and distributed 

disk (?)

< 30 Seconds Requires changing the 

way we build software 

for ATLAS

Think of this as the 

cost of adding a 

new column from 

a binary format!



Design 31

Web Front 

End

Rucio

Downloader

Rucio

Downloader

xAOD 

Translator

xAOD 

Translator

xAOD 

Translator

2 TB 

Disk

xAOD

xROOTD

Server

Used a desktop docker version of Kubernetes

Helm chart + simple tests (not “ready”)

RabbitMQ

https://github.com/gordonwatts/func_adl_server/tree/master/notebooks


Comments On The Tooling

 Containers

 Here to stay.

 Likely the primary mode of distributing environment by Run 4 timeframe.

 ATLAS wants to move all its GRID workloads to these.

 Anything requiring a custom software setup will require them (CMS, ATLAS, etc.)

 Baked into almost every OS (except Mac?)

 Running Containers

 Custom interfaces (e.g. GRID)

 Kubernetes when you have a stable workflow.

 Workflow

 Modern OSS tools are far beyond what we have in HEP

 Most tools we depend on now would be written in a totally different way using RabbitMQ, etc.

 Scale up for the previous page: need a bigger cluster and it should just work

 Distribution of a WorkFlow

 K8 is almost the only game in town right now

 Combined with helm.

 Can bring up almost anywhere
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Took me a 

month to learn 

these tools

Anything new should start with this!



Putting It All Together

 We are talking mostly about DataQuery here

 But there is so much more…
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